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ABSTRACT
The study is based on designing a system which can be able to track the various bottlenecks in the
manufacturing industry. The study starts with the collection of author's viewpoint by the literature
survey. This literature survey has enabled us to make one such criterion in which the specific points like
uncertainty in assembly lines, coordination and flexibility in logistics and general operational difficulties
are taken more care while designing the system for centrally controlled simulation of thermosetting
plastics industry. The model is developed in this study for a thermosetting plastics industry firm with the
use of ARENA software. The model with all the parameters is simulated for getting the results. Results
marked various bottlenecks in the form of long queue length, units in waiting and logistics related
problems. The study validated its suggested methodology by analyzing these results for achieving better
control and optimization in assembly line based manufacturing processes.
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INTRODUCTIONThe production process for anymanufacturing unit is always under fluctuations.These fluctuations may result in the loss ofproductivity. The manufacturing sector incountries like India is suffering from the majorproblem of low productivity. This low productivityis a major concern for small and medium scaleindustries. The government is giving a boost tothe manufacturing section and the manufacturingcapabilities are giving a worldwide slogan for"Make in India" projects. In our study a majorproblem is addressed for such industries, thisproblem is of low productivity and most of themiddle and lower level firms suffer heavy lossesdue to this. This particular problem has got manyaspects but we are mainly concentrating on the

bottlenecking in the assembly line. The transportsystem has also played a major role in thisphenomenon due to fluctuating lead times andthat is why the supplier end is also included inour study for analyzing the manufacturing firmfor its fluctuation in operational processes.One of the most important aspects inachieving higher productivity or betteroperational capabilities is the use of centralcontrol system with continuous monitoring. Thisis possible only when we have the centralcapabilities of analyzing the complete system ona central ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning),which is a very costly affair as far as middle andlower level firms are considered. In our study wehave analyzed the system by the help of simulationon ARENA software which is a cost effective
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92   [ ISSN 0973-936X ]system and is very efficient for such firms. Thecentral control is necessary for analyzing thebottlenecks in the production process. In thisstudy the case of a thermosetting plastic productmanufacturing firm is undertaken and is analyzedfor production anomaly. This study develops aframework for analyzing such problems and inthe literature survey it was found that logisticsand internal transportation are one of the majorcauses for such a delay and hence logistics relatedto supplier and wholesaler are also included inthis study. The development of system startsfrom literature survey on various issues to collectthe contemporary author's opinion before startingon the work of development of a model for thecase industry undertaken for validation. Theframework designed on these principles given bydifferent authors is validated in our case study.
LITERATURE SURVEYThe literature survey is done in order tocollect the point of view of various authors on theability to counter bottlenecks in themanufacturing sector. These uncertain conditionsalways ask for inclusion of uncertainty or riskfactor in the assembly line, this risk can bemitigated with the use of better monitoringtechnique. A similar methodology is beingdiscussed over here. We have adopted sequentialliterature survey on related topics. The sequentialliterature survey is done in the following order -I. General Operational problems inmanufacturing sectorII. Uncertainty leading to bottlenecking inproduction processesIII. Internal and external transport leading totransitional delays in productionIn this section we will be discussing theabove topics sequentially so that they may guideour model designing step.

I. General Operational problems in
manufacturing sectorThere are many day to day operationaldifficulties that are being assessed by manyauthors. The major problem with these situationsis that they arise out of different conditions thatare specific to each assembly lines so a uniform

solution is very difficult to achieve.The mostimportant recent studies by authors who havediscussed general operation managementproblems are Black (2007), Akyuz and Erkan(2010), Vanichchinchai and Igel (2011), Harik etal. (2015), Yu et al. (2015), Lin and Ying (2015),Mehrjoo and Pasek (2015), Ng et al. (2015),  Liuand  Liang  (2015) and Chen et al. (2015). All ofthese authors have advocated that bettermonitoring can reduce these operational risksand in order to achieve these risk mitigations wehave got different level of monitoring suggestedby authors like Tang and Tomlin (2008), Choy etal. (2008), Gong (2008), Jayaram and Tan (2010),Naim et al. (2010) and Gosling et al. (2010).Thecentral control with accurate depiction of eventhe smallest production parameter is the mainsolution advocated by most of these mentionedauthors. This is included in our model forsimulation in which separate blocks for eachprocessing units are being designed forsimulation.
II. Uncertainty leading to bottlenecking

in production processesThe uncertain conditions are to be prelooked upon for deciding in advance and this isdone by simulating the parameters collected fromour case study of thermosetting plastic productsmanufacturing firm. The risk analysis process aregoverned by many studies and the pioneer amongthem are by Castro et al. (1995), Dey (2001),Baccarini et al. (2001), Vasiliauskas (2002), Baradand Sapir (2003), Liedtke&Schepperle (2004),Thevendran and Mawdesley (2004), Lummus etal. (2005), Chan et al. (2006),  Wyk et al. (2007),Fan et al (2008), Iyer et al. (2010), Chen et al.(2011), Fang et al. (2012) and Aloini et al. (2012).All of these authors have advocated the riskassessment process in various manufacturingfirms and projects. The guidelines are included inour modeling and the monitoring phase of riskmanagement is reflected in the simulationprocess.
III. Internal and external transport

leading to transitional delays in productionThe bottlenecking was found by productivitydifference between the two job shops. On
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93analyzing our case study of thermosetting plasticproducts manufacturing firm it was being foundthat the major cause of such bottleneck is due tologistics mismanagement. The most probablesolutions for managing the lead time, qualityrelated issues that lead to bottlenecking arecoordination and flexibility in the logisticsmanagement. In this study extensive literaturereview is being done to analyze these aspects.This topic of coordination is supported by severalauthors like Naim and Gosling (2011), Ishfaq(2012), Ivanov and Sokolov (2013), Wright(2013), Mason & Nair (2013), Purvis et al. (2014),Wang et al. (2014), Spiegler and Naim (2014) andGösling and Geldermann (2014).Authors advocating flexibility are Bergqvistand Pruth (2006), Nof et al. (2006), Clifton et al.(2008), Schwind et al. (2009), Cantor et al. (2010),Audy et al. (2012), Meixell and Norbis (2012),Richey et al. (2012), Šalkovska (2014), Souza etal. (2014) and Choudhary (2014). On the advocacyof these authors we have included the supplier'sbase and warehouse transport sections in themodel designed by these authors. The overallmodel is now containing all the suppliers'parameters and the simulation results in analysisof different problems that lead to bottlenecking.The system is developed in such a way that theoverall system leads to the better foretelling offorthcoming bottlenecks.Hence the following systems are introduced

in order to have a better control in our system.The points discovered and discussed in thisliterature survey are analyzed after includingthem in our model. The literature survey helps inimproving the overall aspects of model developedfor simulation of bottlenecks and the accuracy ofthis model is increased by the use of such topics,although complexity increases with the inclusionof logistics coordination and flexibility. The nextsection of research methodology reflects thesetopics while designing the model for themonitoring of bottlenecks and simulation aids inindicating the advanced state of bottleneck in theassembly line.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGYThe model is developed for a comprehensivesystem of production. The software used forsimulation and modeling is ARENA. The systemdeveloped in the model is shown in Figure 1. Theinclusion of supplier and other logisticsmanagement firm is also done to make the modelmore accurate. The plastic product manufacturingfirm is surveyed and the assembly line is studiedwith respect to the various parameters that willbeneeded for inserting the seed value in thesimulation.The explanation of the model developed forsimulation in figure 1 is necessary before we maymove on for the results regarding the validationof methodology.

Figure 1: ARENA based model developed for thermosetting plastic product manufacturing firm
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94   [ ISSN 0973-936X ]The process begins with the designing ofsupplier unit, the plastics raw material is deliveredto the softening reagent and the process of plasticenrichment begins over here. The parametersare noted for this unit. Then the material istransported to the manufacturer after testingunit which is shown with the help of decision boxin figure 1but only after the manufacturing defectswere sorted.The manufacturer gets the quality plasticsfor module. The three processes are thenemployed in series which takes equal time forprocessing on this plastic by molding then shapingand polishing the final piece. The output is storedin the form of batch 2 then after testing it passeson to the logistics unit where it is transported.The separators areused to signify thetransportation to different markets. The singleplastic product into consideration is transportedto different parts of the areas of marketingdomain.This particular model has got the parameterscollected from real firm and then they are insertedinto various such parameters and along with thisthere are different modules that can be employedin decision making from this aspect. Thesimulation is run after discussing the crucialinformation like arrival rate, batch size etc from

the experts of the company. Hence we are able todesign the complete chain on the virtual platformfor simulation and the actual model developed onARENA after the parameter infusion is simulatedto achieve the performance levels and the reportsgenerated are helpful in deciding about thevarious other functions of the production process.The simulation is done for more than .1million hours. The reports generated are analyzedfor keeping an eye on the production process.The results and the discussion on the parametersachieved after simulation are given to the expertsand it helps in taking strategic decisions aboutthe production line.
SIMULATION RESULT INTERPRETATIONThe Thermosetting firm taken forconsideration is run for simulation in ARENAsoftware and the simulation time is more than .1million hours. The reason for such a huge amountof hours is that it helps in analyzing the productiondelays in a much magnified manner. Thebottlenecks and their effects can be very wellstudied from the fact that the simulation presentstheir future condition at this instant of time. Thepotentially dangerous situations can be dealt ina very proficient manner. The report generatedfrom the simulation of our case study firm isshown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Parameters achieved after simulation in ARENA
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95The result in figure 2 shows that WIP time isquiet low as compared to the total productiontime and units. The wait time is also 1.1 ascompared to the total time of 4.5. This means that
a lot of time and delay is due to non uniformtransportation in between. This result shows thata huge amount of bottlenecking is due to vacantjob shop where no transportation is occurringon time.

Figure 3: Waiting time parameters for ob shops derived from simulation resultsFigure 3 explains that the batch 2 queue isquit long as compared to the other batches at avalue of 2.2this means that slow transportationis making a delay at the wholesale level. Thebatch 2 is employed as the last process in the caseof manufacturing unit. The number waiting atthis batch is also quiet high and is at a staggeringlevel of 1 with a maximum at 3. Hence this reportshows that bottlenecks is not at the job shops butit lies between the last job shop at themanufacturer's end and at the transportationunit after that and it results in slow processesafter all the levelsin the wholesaler supply side.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCHThe study is validated by the use of a modelon a real firm. The analysis shows that such asystem can be very well engaged with the middlelevel firms and tell us very efficiently that wherethe problem is actually present at the productionhouse. In the validation of this framework on thesimulation model it has been found that thelogistics division is the sole reason of bottlenecksin between the various firms. The logistics haveshown a direct and indirect impact on themanufacturer assembly line.The results showthat queue length is greater
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96   [ ISSN 0973-936X ]at the manufacturer end and it results in slowmoving to products at the markets. This meansthat the job shops after that segment are notoptimal in their performance. Hence it wasvalidated that such as methodology of combiningthe various aspects then simulating it for decisionis very accurate and it gives efficiency and singlepoint control over the production floor. The useof such software is very simple and lucid but theoverall representation of the phenomena is quietimpressive. The case study fulfills this particularaspect. The use of this software is very simpleand it allows the management to include thesupplier without any additional cost.The inclusionof logistics cycle results in a very efficient andcomprehensive approach since it was only afterallowing the logistics unit in the simulation wewere able to perceive the real reason ofbottlenecking in the production line.In future more and more such studies shouldbe undertaken so that more accurate models canbe prepared. The methodology can be applied tomany other parameters in different industries inthe future. The middle level firms can use astandardized method for various branches ofdifferent business houses. The decision makingapproach needs to be more automated wheredirect data retrieval from the machines can bedone and the algorithms should be developedwhich can take the decision accordingly as perthe suggested methodology. This will eradicatethe need of manual upgrading of the system andthe system will itself be able to decide by theattributes of the system. Hence the study isvalidated and this technology will be holdingmuch importance in future.
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